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Judging panel assesses entries for IHS Jane’s ATC Awards 2016

LONDON, UK (11 December, 2016) – IHS Inc. (NYSE: IHS), the leading global source of critical information and insight, today announced that the nomination period has closed for the IHS Jane’s ATC Awards 2016.

Winning organisations will be honoured in a ceremony in Madrid on 7 March 2016, held during the CANSO ATM Dinner before World ATM Congress.

“Since 2001, the ATC Awards have been the industry's choice to recognise collaboration and innovation in airspace management,” said Ben Vogel, editor of IHS Jane’s Airport Review. “This year is no exception. The nominations reflect developments around the world to improve efficiency, safety and environmental stewardship.”

“As the global voice of air traffic management CANSO is delighted to host the 2015 IHS Jane’s ATC Awards for the 6th year,” said CANSO director general Jeff Poole. “The increased number of entries reflects the extent of innovation, delivery and performance improvements across the ATM industry. I congratulate those that have been shortlisted for these increasingly competitive and prestigious awards. CANSO Members look forward to applauding the winners and all entrants at the CANSO ATM Dinner on 7 March 2016.”

ATC Awards: the Contenders

Nominations are listed below in alphabetical order:

ADB – ADB Power HF
AEROTHAI – Suvarnabhumi Gate Hold Manager
Airservices Australia - Airport Meteorological CDM
Airtel ATN – MTP-400 VDL test system
Albcontrol – ATM modernisation
Aquila ATMS – Project Marshall for UK MoD
ATRICS – ICWP TowerPad
ATNS – Advanced RNP at Lanseria
Avinor/Harris Orthogon – OSYRIS supporting TMA Point Merge
Bird Control Group – Aerolaser Handheld
COOPANS Alliance – Harmonised ATM system
Crown Consulting - Airport Surface Anomaly Investigation Capability
DCIS – US Data Comm programme
DECEA/Frequentis – ATN-Br IP-based network
DFS/six German airports – A-CDM@GER programme
DRC Kinshasa – SWOCIA 2015 workshops
DSNA/Eurocontrol/airline partners – Collaborative Advanced Planning
Egis – GARDEN project
Entry Point North – on the job training
ERA – Squid vehicle tracker
ESSP – EGNOS Safety of Life
Eurocontrol – Call Sign Similarity Project
Eurocontrol/NATS/Lockheed Martin – Time-Based Separation
Evans Consoles – Alaris Tower
FAA – Confidential Information Share Program
Frequentis – National Air Policing Centre
Guntermann & Drunck – new KVM extender
Honeywell Aerospace – Weather Information Service
IAA/Isavia/Rohde & Schwarz – Virtual VCCS
Inmarsat – Global flight-tracking demonstration
Isavia – ADS-B in Iceland
Kongsberg Defence & Aerospace – Ninox remote tower system
Lockheed Martin – En Route Automation Modernization
Micro Nav – Automatic Display Alignment System
NATS/Sustainable Aviation – Continuous Descent Operations
NAV CANADA – Mandatory Briefing Application
NEFAB partners – Free Route Airspace implementation
ODREA consortium - Operational Demonstration of RPAS in European Airspace
Quintiq – ATC Planner
Saab/LFV – World’s first operational remote tower
SITA OnAir - VHF/VDL datalink network for Brazil
Skyguide – Greener Wave and Tactical Steering
Snowflake Software – Commercial SWIM cloud environment
Thales/NATS/NLR – Project CLAIRE for RPAS integration
Thor Guard – GENS lightning prediction
UFA – Simulator training for runway safety

About the IHS Jane’s ATC Awards

Held annually since 2001, the awards celebrate improvements in ATC and airspace management during the past year across six categories:

- **Enabling technology**: contributions to enhanced capacity and safety;
- **Environment**: recognising work on ‘green’ ATM concepts;
- **Industry**: reflecting a significant contribution by equipment suppliers;
- **Technology**: for small enterprises that have raised ATM performance;
- **Service Provision**: for contribution to safe and efficient airspace management;
- **Runway**: for safety and efficiency on the runway and final approach

Nominations are assessed by a panel of judges from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), Eurocontrol, CANSO, the International Air Transport Association (IATA), the International Federation of Air Traffic Controllers’ Association (IFATCA), and IHS Jane’s.
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IHS (NYSE: IHS) is the leading source of insight, analytics and expertise in critical areas that shape today’s business landscape. Businesses and governments in more than 150 countries around the globe rely on the comprehensive content, expert independent analysis and flexible delivery methods of IHS to make high-impact decisions and develop strategies with speed and confidence. IHS has been in business since 1959 and became a publicly traded company on the New York Stock Exchange in 2005. Headquartered in Englewood, Colorado, USA, IHS is committed to sustainable, profitable growth and